
POLY SS-X Installation Tips
Chrysler Power/CPPA  PO Box 790, Quinlan, TX 75474  888.548.2282

Go to Poly Super Pac on facebook and post your comments, experiences and review those of others…
 Thanks for your faith in our Poly project.  We have
endeavored to foresee every challenge in this installation…
Gary Pavlovich did the majority of the fit and finish
direction and Javier Vasquez of FoundryWorks designed
the performance into the manifold itself… For questions
regarding low profile air cleaners to clear some hoods, carb
and kickdown linkage modifications and adjustments,
breathers etc, most are covered in this note…

Javier recommends that to get the MOST from your
manifold, the heads should be port matched to about one

inch in… Not to say that direct bolt on won’t create a huge performance increase, just that the port match will
finish to the nth degree… You also MUST use the fiber gaskets-NOT THE TIN INTAKE NOR RUBBER VALVE COVER…

We have identified the best bolts and gaskets to use… The bolts – intake $55, valve covers $55… and the gaskets-
intake $35, valve cover $35 all plus shipping & handling. We hopefully contacted you before shipping to save
further shipping expenses… Not using our bolts or gaskets voids any warranty…

The socket head bolts use an allen wrench type driver and Harbor Freight has an excellent allen 5/16 ‘ball’
driver 6 inches
long that makes it
real easy to
install… Shorter
socket type allen
drivers need a
‘universal’ to
accommodate a
flexibility for

driving… Simple L-shaped allens can be frustrating but do work on most of the bolts… 25-30ftlb torque and
thin skin of orange Permatex…
 
Your feedback is highly encouraged as we have only to make everything even better…
and again, thanks for helping us to make the Poly Project-first ever of this magnitude,
a huge success!!!! 

These  very  graphic  examples  are  from  one  of  the  CPPA  Project  360  engines  with  another  manufacturer  manifold…



Water  pump  bypass  hose-‐Dayco  71218.  Cut  the  long  end  to  fit.  For a 3/4” by-pass hose Gates 19610…

2”  Mr  Gasket  4339  air  filter  works  on  Edelbrock  1406…  The  Edelbrock  #8131  fuel  line  &  filter  kit  is  a  custom  fit.
Go  with  Bouchillon  or  Lokar  bracket  and  cables  for  throttle  and  tranny  kick-‐down.

Really liked the Milodon front and rear rubber seal design – has a U-shape to help seal.  I used the stock
replacement Milodon pan, pickup, gaskets and bolts on my Poly..............  That plus Hylomar did the trick
–and I am no engine guru...........http://www.milodon.com/oil-pans/stock-oil-pans.asp

CVR thermostat housing TSH8CL

We  found  the  style  brass  barb  fittings  on  eBay  from  Zoro  tools…  but  you  can  go  to  Fastenal  or  McMaster  Carr  etc…
  Use  several  wraps  of  the  thicker  4mil  Oatey  yellow  thread  tape.    The  average  plumber  uses  4-‐5  wraps  when  using  the
thinner  white  Teflon  thread  tape.    Fittings  that  fit  tight  and  don’t  need  thread  tape  to  fill  the  gap  get  Permatex
(anaerobic)  high  temperature  thread  sealant.

Also  you  do  not  want  to  put  thread  tape  or  sealant  on  the  first  1  or  2  threads  of  the  male  fitting.    And  you  wrap  it
clockwise  as  you  look  at  the  threaded  end  you  are  wrapping.    Never  too  old  to  learn  something  new  -‐  to  make  the  job  a
little  easier.......

Most  Mopars  like  would  be  the  Bouchillon  hardware.
http://www.bperacing.com/trans_kickdown_cables

http://www.bperacing.com/accelerator_cables

  Lokar  options-‐aluminum  carb  bracket  and  black  cables.    Lokar  throttle  cable  TC-‐1000U  /  Bracket  TCB-‐40DQ  /  Tranny
kick-‐down  cable  KD-‐2727U…Some  folks  like  the  looks  and  simplicity  of  Lokar.

http://www.hotrod.com/how-to/transmission-drivetrain/1504-the-lowdown-on-stock-torqueflite-kick-down-linkage/

Poly “Wind Tunnel” manifold and valve cover bits, pieces and notes by Hall, Ricky L
(ricky.l.hall@boeing.com):
CVR thermostat housing TSH8CL 
90 degree upper heater hose fitting, set with yellow 4mil Oatey 31403 teflon tape



Water temp sending unit set with collar-less reducer
By-pass hose (makes two), 3/4” ID Gates 19610
Made a plate to mount coil using holes in head and MSD Coil bracket 8213
Set original throttle return spring bracket on 2” stand-off
2.5” stainless studs for valve covers 85-520  Canton Racing Products
Air filter assembly Mr Gasket 4339  (1.20” hood clearance at front as checked with clay)
Oil breather caps Stant #10061 and #10070 w/PCV tube
PCV Valve  (Early GM Fram FV-112)
Here’s some more details on this stock-ish rebuild – only a couple hundred miles on the rebuild
so far: 
Engine details:
1962 Dodge Dart 318 Poly, .060 over, balanced
256F mild cam .435 lift x 256 duration  (Schneider Cams thru Gary P)

Cloyes timing set
Mopar Performance oil pump drive-shaft P3690715 
Milodon - Oil pan 30750 / Pick-up tube 18650 / Gaskets 40600
Heads  3-angle grind, manganese bronze guides, positive lock stem seals
Oil filter adapter plate 22-575  (CantonRacingProducts.com)   Threaded fitting: 53007563AB

Brad Penn oil – K&N oil filter HP-3001
Edelbrock 1406 (600 cfm, electric choke) carb – 8131 fuel line/filter   
Lokar throttle cable TC-1000U / Bracket TCB-40DQ / Tranny kick-down cable KD-2727U
MSD Electronic distributor 8388 
MSD Coil 8202
MSD Wires 32749  (MSD customer service sent one longer 27” wire free to make the pre-made set work for a Poly)

Voltage regulator (Constant output) P3690732
Timing:  15 BTDC initial - 36 total - all in @ 2,500rpm.
FlowKooler water pump + 180 degree Robertshaw thermostat
Radiator  “Desert Cooler” aluminum 2 rows 1” tubes 14-16 fins per inch   (Classic Industries MB2352A – US Radiator
AL035037ANDZ)

Heat riser delete  (Spare driver’s side manifold cut, rotated and welded to create opposite for passenger side)

Favorite gasket sealants used:
Hylomar blue in a tube and especially spray can (eBay) – all fiber gaskets
Permatex high temp thread sealant + Surface prep cleaner – Water jacket thru bolts and pipe
fittings
Permatex Right Stuff – Intake end sealing

2” stand-off to raise the stock throttle return
spring bracket works out well.   Lokar working
fine but had to do over again, would go
Bouchillon hardware and the longer slant 6 /
max wedge throttle cable myself.  Mainly
because the thru firewall cable connection
would then be Mopar.  Rather than adapting a
universal cable.  Cost about the



same…

Bill Maurits-392 Poly Dynoed at 405HP…
Basically I fabricated everything and bought nothing except for a short piece of 9/16" steel rod and new throttle
cable.
The throttle bracket is a simple "Z" shape that's 2" long on all sections with the original throttle "goal post"
kickdown bracket bolted to it.
I cut the original kickdown in the vertical section and welded in a ~5" section in to extend it.
I found a steel sleeve and extended the original throttle return spring stand up ~2".
Lastly I bought a slant 6 throttle cable as the factory 318 poly one was too short.



I didn’t use ANY aftermarket parts on mine and it works great!- I bought a throttle cable for a slant 6 car.
Then I fabbed up a VERY simple mounting bracket that hangs from the LR carb stud that incorporates my stock throttle
cable bracket along with the goal posts that support the kickdown.  I then cut and extended the stock kickdown vertically
~5" and slightly extended the  throttle lever kickdown loop with a piece of coupling and some all thread. It was a minor
pain in the a$$ but inexpensive and looks stock.
I'll be glad to help you and even talk to you on the phone to make it work. Bill M
<y1topbanana73@gmail.com>


